WHY CHOOSE PG FLOORING
WHO WE ARE
OUR PRODUCTS | More than 5,000 distinct and unique products

PG Flooring is a world-class manufacturer of hardwood
floors internationally distributed and conscientiously
manufactured with style and care.

FLOORING TYPES

COLLECTIONS

•
•
•
•

• CLASSIC (14 colours)
• UNIQUE (27 colours)

Prefinished or preoiled flooring
Engineered flooring
Gymnasium flooring
Unfinished flooring

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
SERVICE

WARRANTY

Listening to our customers | Sales support service | Outstanding after-sales service

10% approach (see warranty)

PRODUCTS
Excellent value for money | Variety

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

®

Sustainable development | Supply (+ than 80%) within 200 km | FSC and GREENGUARD GOLD certifications

QUALITY

INNOVATION

Constancy | High performance varnish

Unique products | New products every year

UNIQUE COLLECTION | STAINS
FLOORS FOR EVERY TASTE

WHITE

Like a vintage wine that gets better with time, a room with a floor from
the Unique Collection will increase in value in the eyes of those who
recognize the beauty of collector pieces. Flooring from the Unique
Collection combines natural elements, organic materials, technological assembly and the colours of tomorrow. This collection is ideal for
consumers looking for the latest trends.

Naive

GREY

Hangar

Respect

* Also Available on PG Cohesion Engineered Wood

Sydney

NATURAL

BEIGE

BROWN

Adam*

Nebula

Boreal

Momentum*

Athena*

Garneau

Loyal*

Perfection*

Cambium*

Nix

Clan

Imagine

Lux

Saint-Édouard

Continuum

Pelletier

Dion

Oliver

Locus

Sanibel

Familia

Silva

Minimaliste

ADAM

DISTINGUISHED POISE

The Adam boards are representing the beauty of maple in a new light. The perfect mix of its tint with natural shades
is highlighting the diversity of character marks. The Adam floor will be the distinctive element that will set the tone
for your décor.

MAPLE | 5 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED | AVAILABLE IN ENGINEERED WOOD

NEW
NATURAL

LOYAL

A REVISITED CLASSIC

This oak floor revisits a classic look that will pass the test of time. True to our practices, we are determined to deliver
a quality product. We worked hard to give this red oak a white oak effect. Loyal will bring a warm atmosphere in your
décors. This is a wise choice for a natural and timeless look. The light and bright tints are showcasing the delicate
character marks highlighting the quality of the product.

RED OAK | 5 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED | AVAILABLE IN ENGINEERED WOOD

NATURAL

LUX

NATURE RETREAT

We are often looking for ways to escape, to feel the calmness of a moment in the forest, the countryside, or mountains.
The subtle and natural tint of the birch boards, combined with the chased effect and the strong character marks, are
creating an enveloping atmosphere, just like in a nature retreat.

BIRCH | 4 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED

NEW
NATURAL

MINIMALISTE
THE SCANDINAVIAN

Minimalism is trending and we are catching the wave in a brilliant way. This simple and clean movement is originating
from Scandinavia. Simplicity is our way of doing things, in and out of the office. Our motto: aim for the essential.
For this product, we focused on the species and the natural character of the wood. Our priority is to respect the
raw material and not to distort it. This floor has light and neutral tints that will fit in any décors, without cooling the
atmosphere of the room. Minimaliste is a judicious choice to complete natural and modern décors. The silver maple’s
knots, cracks, streaks and colour variations will stand out and give a unique effect to any room.

SILVER MAPLE | 3 1/4 AND 5 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED

NATURAL

NEBULA

ENCHANTING MIST

Abandon yourself in the comfort of your home. Nebula’s desaturated tint brings the effect of a fine ashy mist on the
maple’s natural colour. This subtle and refined characteristic will charm you and define Nebula as the centrepiece of
your decor.

MAPLE | 3 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED

NATURAL

PERFECTION
QUINTESSENCE
ON MAPLE

Perfection is the result of years of research to honour the qualities of the Maple and our tribute to this raw beauty of
nature. This hardwood floor showcases Maple’s strong traits of character in its purest form. The combination of 5 1/4
wide planks, matte finish and rustic character marks makes it the perfect product for simplicity enthusiasts that are
looking for uncluttered spaces and natural decors.

MAPLE | 5 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | AVAILABLE IN ENGINEERED WOOD

NATURAL

SAINT-ÉDOUARD
BACK TO OUR ROOTS

Mr. Richard Garneau, one of the founding members of PG Flooring, has cut birch himself on the family lot to provide
a quality product to his family. This product is directly linked to our history. As a family business, our heritage is really
important. Saint-Édouard-de-Lotbinière is the name of the village where Mr. Richard Garneau and Julien Paré bought
the coffin shop where they established their first dry kiln and business in 1979. Forty years later, Saint-Édouard is still
our base of operations. The Saint-Édouard floor, with warm tints, is standing out due to its strong character and soft
organic style. It is the perfect choice for a timeless décor.

BIRCH | 5 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED

NATURAL

BOREAL

ABSOLUTE GRACE

You will be charmed by the Boreal’s mythical beauty with its cold but soft tints. The Silver Maple’s character marks,
mixed with the neutral tint of the Boreal, are offering a perfect match for clean and clear décors, adding the ultimate
touch to create an atmosphere worthy of the most beautiful Instagram photos.

SILVER MAPLE | 4 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED

BEIGE

CAMBIUM

SYNONYM OF CHANGE

Although it might be a synonym of change, the new Cambium floor is also evoking renewal. This is nature at work.
Every season, the miracle of life is adding a ring of growth to the centenary pillars of our forests, the trees. The cycle
of life is the perfect expression of our respect and the optimization of the raw material. The clear and light tint allows
the natural characteristics of the maple to shine. The knots, cracks, steaks and colour variations are perfectly matched
forming an organic and natural whole.

MAPLE | 3 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED | AVAILABLE IN ENGINEERED WOOD

BEIGE

CONTINUUM
THE WARMTH
OF CORE VALUES

Continuum is the proof that birch is not to be neglected and that we should continue our efforts to promote it.
The brown and beige shades are like a ray of sunshine in our Unique collection. We let the material speak for itself
with its natural character marks. The changing nature and subtle variations of birch are showcased in a natural way.
The matte finish, chased effect, natural traits and pronounced colour variation are putting the emphasis of the nature
present in our beloved birch. Continuum is brown with shades of a warm beige and greyish reflections. This versatile
product will fit in almost any décor.

BIRCH | 3 1/4 AND 5 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED

BEIGE

LOCUS

RELAXING ATMOSPHERE

Taking care of yourself is essential to one’s well-being but taking care of our immediate environment is just as
important. With a rather natural colour, Locus is bringing a neutral aspect fitting in any decors. The distinct look of the
3 ¼’’ in boards with the chased texture will enhance the natural ambiance of your home. Let yourself be enveloped
by this fresh breeze.

SILVER MAPLE | 3 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED

BEIGE

MOMENTUM
MAKING TIME
STAND STILL

Every time you walk into a room where Momentum is installed, you will deliciously take the time to contemplate the
splendour of the Maple, with soft and warm tints as well as unique character marks. The natural and pronounced
nuances of this unique floor are defining this product as a safe bet to create a warm and inspiring décor.

MAPLE | 4 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | AVAILABLE IN ENGINEERED WOOD

BEIGE

NIX

CELESTIAL SOFTNESS

More discreet than its Red Oak cousin, the Ash is definitely a wood species to discover! Its superior hardness, rich
wood grain and light colour variations are making it a sure value when choosing your floor. Nix’s whitened tint is a
perfect addition to chic and modern décors and will illuminate your home.

ASH | 4 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED

BEIGE

PELLETIER

ENVELLOPING SHADES

The Pelletier will ease your work. The versatility of its soft shades is a no-brainer for a new décor. Repairing its oil
finish is easy and lets you enjoy your home even more!

MAPLE | 4 1/4 AND 5 1/4 | PRE-OILED

BEIGE

SANIBEL

LAVISH PEARL

This light-coloured floor creates a space effect and brings light into your home. Sanibel is perfect for uncluttered and
comfortable décors and great space enthusiasts. Wide planks, oil finish and subtle grey reflects combined to off-white
accents can be arranged to bright accessories and paint and create an ambiance of pureness full of greyish shades.

SILVER MAPLE | 5 1/4 | PRE-OILED

BEIGE

ATHENA

PROTECTIVE FORCE

With its protective soul, the Athena looks like it has been forged directly by the gods. The goddess Athena was
protecting creative people, and the warm shades and temperate accents are our way to honor her work. Athena will
definitely be the centerpiece of your décor, setting the tone for all the other elements. With its chased marks from
another era, the royal look of the wide boards and its soothing pigmentation, the Athena has definitely the essence
of a masterpiece.

MAPLE | 5 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED | AVAILABLE IN ENGINEERED WOOD

BROWN

CLAN

IMAGE OF
YOUR AUTHENTICITY

Clan is what comes to mind when we are thinking of spectacular. This masterpiece is characterized by 7 inch wide
planks with natural traits, knots, aging marks and a sense of respect for the raw material. To choose Clan is to let
nature inside your home and to let it evolve just like you will too.

BIRCH | 7 | PRE-OILED

BROWN

DION

CONSENSUS

The inspiration for Dion comes from wide and rustic planks of old houses. You will be seduced by its texture and
authentic look. Return to your roots and give your home a vintage look.

MAPLE | 4 1/4 AND 5 1/4 | PRE-OILED

BROWN

FAMILIA
WARMTH

Grand and genuine, those are words coming to mind when admiring the rich character and beauty of the Familia
floor. All the one of a kind boards with different personalities are coming together to form a big family. The friendliness
and warmth emotion coming from this floor creates a unique look. Familia is the perfect choice to create long last
memories in a trouble-free environment.

BIRCH | 7 | PRE-OILED

BROWN

GARNEAU

TIMELESS BEAUTY

Garneau is a timeless classic that creates a warm and comforting atmosphere in your home. The oiled finish, easy to
maintain, combined with the abundance of character marks makes this product unique.

MAPLE | 4 1/4 AND 5 1/4 | PRE-OILED

BROWN

IMAGINE

INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

Having the opportunity to install a versatile hardwood floor that will never go out of style with colour variation, wide
boards, and a matte finish is definitely a blast. Imagine offers a sought-after look with a great balance of character
marks and beige, grey and brown tints. Imagine will bring light to a room or the entirety of your home and the
possibilities for settings is limitless.

SILVER MAPLE | 5 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED

BROWN

OLIVER

BACK TO THE ROOTS

Oliver is a great choice for originality, but mainly because it is a very versatile element to add to your décor. Rich
character marks combined to a yellowish and elegant black colour will definitely be a key element in any decors.

MAPLE | 4 1/4 AND 5 1/4 | PRE-OILED

BROWN

SILVA
FOREST

Silva (forest in Latin) is by definition a specific tree in a forest. Every forest is unique because of the trees constituting
it and the environment in which it lies. Just like these wooded areas, the Silva is standing out due to its unique
characteristics which are well represented in a natural way on each individual strip. The light and soft tints, matched
with warm and pronounced character marks of the maple, is giving an organic look which is respecting the true
nature of the species.

MAPLE | 3 1/4 | MATTE | CHASED

BROWN

HANGAR
RUSTIC CHIC

Hangar is so versatile that it is quite difficult to categorize it! With its grey and brown tints combined to blond and
brown shades, this Silver Maple floor can be matched to virtually anything. For a floor that will pass the test of time,
Hangar is definitely a great choice.

SILVER MAPLE | 5 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED

GREY

RESPECT

GREY AND PURE

A nice rich gray without the dullness: this is what Respect on silver maple is all about. The colour variation, the knots,
the streaks and everything that is naturally present in silver maple is highlighted to respect the raw material. The
matte finish and the subtle chased marks are a nice addition to conceal the everyday hazards. To choose Respect is
to allow the nature to take back its place in your home.

SILVER MAPLE | 3 1/4 AND 5 1/4 | MATTE | CHASED

GREY

SYDNEY

COSMOPOLITE

Just like the city where it takes its name, the Sydney is all about diversity, rhythm and possibilities. No matter what
colors or styles you choose, the Sydney will shine, day or night. Due to its colours variations, chased marks and the
look of the finish, the Sydney will never go out of style.

SILVER MAPLE | 4 1/4 | MATTE | PREFINISHED | CHASED

GREY

NAIVE

RUSTIC WARMTH
MAKES A COMEBACK

Naïve will set the tone in your décor with chic and tasteful characteristics. It’s a versatile product due to its wide
planks, off-white tint and the mechanical transformation needed to achieve its look. Its rustic look allows modern
arrangements with strong elements and materials like metal and concrete. On your wall or on your floor, Naïve will
bring warmth to your home.

BIRCH | 7 | PRE-OILED

WHITE

A HEALTHY CHOICE FOR YOUR FAMILY
AND THE ENVIRONMENT.
SC® certified. The Forest Stewardship Council® is an international non-governmental
F
organization which promotes environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial, and
economically viable management of the world’s forests. To learn more visit fsc.org
 ll our prefinished products, as well as our oiled product Sanibel have been GREENGUARD
A
GOLD certified since 2017. GREENGUARD Certified products are certified to GREENGUARD
standards for low chemical emissions into indoor air during product usage. For more
information, visit ul.com/gg
Products that contribute to LEED credits
Buildings and kilns heated using production waste
Company recycling program
Eco-design criteria integrated into our product development process
C.O.V.-free (Volatile Organic Compounds) and formaldehyde-free finishes
More than 80 % of our supplies come from within 200 km of our facilities.
Ongoing investigation to increase material yield and reduce power consumption

SPECIES AVAILABLE WITH THE FSC CERTIFICATION

Ash
Subject to availability.

Birch

Maple

Red Oak

Silver Maple

CLASSIC COLLECTION | STAINS
BIRCH

RED OAK

ASH

SOLID WOOD | PACIFIC GRADE

SOLID WOOD | PACIFIC GRADE
ENGINEERED WOOD | SELECT GRADE

SOLID WOOD | PACIFIC GRADE

Source†

Yukon †

Source †

Bromo

Savane

Sandbanks

Oasis

Walnut Edition †

Oasis

Krafla

Victorian

Cape Cod †

Krafla

Cape Cod †

Savane

Lagom&

Haka&

Yukon†

Ancestral †

Bromo

Walnut Edition Victorian†

Sandbanks

WHITE OAK
ENGINEERED WOOD | HERITAGE GRADE
& Matte finish only.
† Also available in Heritage grade with semi-gloss or matte finish, 5 1/4 in.

Source&

Lagom&

The colors you see should only be used as a guide and are not absolute.
Actual product appearance may vary. Order samples at pgflooring.com

Cape Cod † Walnut Edition Victorian †

Ancestral†

Marula†

Haka&

CLASSIC COLLECTION | STAINS
MAPLE

SILVER MAPLE

SOLID WOOD | PACIFIC GRADE
ENGINEERED WOOD | SELECT GRADE

SOLID WOOD | PACIFIC GRADE

Haka&

Source †

Bromo

Krafla

Oasis

Walnut Edition †

Victorian †

Cape Cod †

Sandbanks

Yukon

Ancestral †

Bromo †

Cape Cod†

Sandbanks

Marula †

Oasis

Walnut Edition†

Yukon †

Haka&

& Matte finish only.
† Also available in Heritage grade with semi-gloss or matte finish, 5 1/4 in.

AVAILABLE UNSTAINED SPECIES

Ash

Maple

White Oak

GRADES

Birch
SELECT & BETTER

PACIFIC

INSTINCT

Slight variations in wood tones.

Mixture of Select & Better and Instinct grades.

All colour variations allowed.

Red Oak

All colour variations allowed. All knots, sound or not, of maximum diameter one inch
and depth of one-half inch, as well as all other imperfections such as surface holes,
are minimized through artificial means.

HERITAGE

For descriptions and availability on the different species, please refer to our grades chart.

HAKA
CLASSIC COLLECTION
ASH | 3 1/4 | MATTE

NEW

THE BEST CHOICE IN THE INDUSTRY
HARDNESS

FINISHES - PREFINISHED

SILVER MAPLE

The higher the number, the
harder the wood. The Janka
hardness test measures the
force required to embed a
0.444 steel ball into wood.

950

BIRCH 			
RED OAK

		

ASH 			
WHITE OAK 		

1260
1290
1320
1360

MAPLE 			

GLOSS LEVEL
MATTE

3 % to 8 %

SATIN

22 % to 32 %

SEMI-GLOSS

42 % to 52 %

MODEL EXTREME

22 % to 32 %

ACCESSORIES
•
•
•
•
•

Nosing (round and square)
Threshold
T-Moulding
Quarter Round
Reducer

1450

Unit of measurement: lb/in

FINISH - PRE-OILED
GLOSS LEVEL
3 % to 8 %

STRUCTURES
SOLID HARDWOOD | PREFINISHED, PRE-OILED OR UNFINISHED

Nailed

Stapled

Sanded
up to 7 times

Thickness:
3/4 in
(19.8 mm)

May be installed over radiant heating system (with the
exception of boards greater than 5 inch (127 mm) in width)

ENGINEERED WOOD | PREFINISHED

Nailed

Stapled

Glued

Sanded
up to 2 times

May be installed over radiant heating system
(except for floating floors).

Floating

Thickness:
1/2 in
(12.8 mm)
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